The PROSECCO network has been formed
to grow the field and raise awareness of
Computational Creativity research in wider
scientific, industrial and educational circles.
Our remit is to facilitate the meeting of minds
from various sectors of society, produce
publications which consolidate and strengthen
the field, and promote the ideas behind and
the benefits of software being creative in its
own right.

In Computational Creativity research, we study how to
get computers to be creative, how this can be applied to
practical projects, and what this means for society. There
are huge benefits in building software which can take
on creative responsibilities in arts, science and business
projects. We believe there is a bright future where
computer programs become our creative collaborators. In
exploring the possibilities for software to create alongside
us, we can also add a great deal to the understanding of
creativity in people, and raise interesting philosophical
questions about the nature of creativity.
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As a largely computational discipline,
Computational Creativity approaches build on
Computer Science techniques, and push the
requirements envelope for those techniques.
In particular, the field of Artificial Intelligence
(AI) research has provided many methods
which find their way into creative systems,
and in turn has been driven on by applications
of software to creative activities like musical
composition, wordplay, painting and video
game design. It’s not easy to pen a witty
poem, compose a wondrous sonata or to
get a robot to paint an evocative picture.
Computational Creativity continues to be
a driving force for advanced hardware and
software technologies.
Computational models of human thought
processes have served the Cognitive Sciences
well, and have helped to inspire new models of
psychological activity. Likewise, AI systems to
perform intelligent tasks autonomously have
usually been built with strong reference to
our understanding of human behaviour. Only
in the last decade have AI systems become

sophisticated enough for the cross pollination
of human and computer creativity studies
to take place, and for software to be used in
simulations of creative behaviour. We are just
beginning a very promising scientific discourse
on the similarities and differences of human
and computer creativity, which will surely
bring benefits to both sides.
In building software which creates value
independently of human control, and by slowly
redefining the notion of creative activity, we
have raised a number of thought-provoking
philosophical issues about humanity,
automation and creative progress. In the
last five years, we have seen commercially
successful board games designed by
software, art exhibitions of entirely computer
generated works, musical performances
where one of the musicians is software, and
anthologies of poems produced by computer
programs. Similarly, we have seen scientific
discoveries made by software in fields ranging
from medicine to mathematics to astronomy.
Computational Creativity is pushing the

boundary of the arts and sciences, questioning
the role of software as mere tools, and
helping to shape the role of machines in our
technological future.

The idea of people paying routinely for
computer generated poems, paintings, games,
compositions, recipes, jokes, ideas, stories
and other culturally valuable pieces is highly
disruptive. This disruption is unlikely, however,
to be damaging to the creative and artistic
industries, as people will always pay for a
human connection and the blood, sweat and
tears of creative people. In fact, we believe
that one of the main lessons we will learn
from Computational Creativity research is
how very highly people value human creativity
in society. But there remains a question of
whether new economies can thrive around
computer generated content where creativity
in the software is a maxim. Computational
Creativity researchers are poised to help the
creative industries make this scenario a reality.
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In Computational Creativity research, we study how to
get computers to be creative, how this can be applied to
practical projects, and what this means for society. There
are huge benefits in building software which can take
on creative responsibilities in arts, science and business
projects. We believe there is a bright future where
computer programs become our creative collaborators. In
exploring the possibilities for software to create alongside
us, we can also add a great deal to the understanding of
creativity in people, and raise interesting philosophical
questions about the nature of creativity.
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activity, we have raised a number of thought-provoking philosophical
issues about humanity, automation and creative progress. In the last five
years, we have seen commercially successful board games designed
by software, art exhibitions of entirely computer generated works,
musical performances where one of the musicians is software, and
anthologies of poems produced by computer programs. Similarly, we
have seen scientific discoveries made by software in fields ranging from
medicine to mathematics to astronomy. Computational Creativity is
pushing the boundary of the arts and sciences, questioning the role of
software as mere tools, and helping to shape the role of machines in our
technological future.

The idea of people paying routinely for computer generated poems,
paintings, games, compositions, recipes, jokes, ideas, stories and other
culturally valuable pieces is highly disruptive. This disruption is unlikely,
however, to be damaging to the creative and artistic industries, as people
will always pay for a human connection and the blood, sweat and tears
of creative people. In fact, we believe that one of the main lessons we
will learn from Computational Creativity research is how very highly
people value human creativity in society. But there remains a question of
whether new economies can thrive around computer generated content
where creativity in the software is a maxim. Computational Creativity
researchers are poised to help the creative industries make this scenario
a reality.
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